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Abstract

Background: The Trail Making Test B (TMT-B) is indicative of cognitive flexibility and several other cognitive domains. Pre-

vious studies suggest that it might be associated with the risk of developing postoperative delirium, but evidence is limited

and conflicting. We therefore aimed to replicate the association of preoperative TMT-B results with postoperative delirium.

Methods: We included older adults (�65 yr) scheduled formajor surgery andwithout signs of dementia to participate in this

binational two-centre longitudinal observational cohort study. Presurgical TMT-B scores were obtained. Delirium was

assessed twice daily using validated instruments. Logistic regression was applied and the area under the receiver operating

characteristic curvecalculated todetermine thepredictiveperformanceofTMT-B.Wesubsequently includedcovariatesused

inprevious studies for consecutive sensitivity analyses.We further analysed the impact of outliers,missing or impaired data.

Results: Data from 841 patients were included and of those, 151 (18%) developed postoperative delirium. TMT-B scores

were statistically significantly associated with the incidence of postoperative delirium {odds ratio per 10-s increment 1.06

(95% confidence interval [CI] 1.02e1.09), P¼0.001}. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.60

([95% CI 0.55e0.64], P<0.001). The association persisted after removing 21 outliers (1.07 [95% CI 1.03e1.07], P<0.001).
Impaired or missing TMT-B data (n¼88) were also associated with postoperative delirium (odds ratio 2.74 [95% CI

1.71e4.35], P<0.001).
Conclusions: The TMT-B was associated with postoperative delirium, but its predictive performance as a stand-alone test

was low. The TMT-B alone is not suitable to predict delirium in a clinical setting.

Clinical trial registration: NCT02265263. (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/results/NCT02265263).
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Postoperative delirium (POD) remains one of the most

frequent complications after surgery, especially in older

adults.1 Episodes of postoperative delirium occurring days

after surgery are linked to an increased morbidity, a higher

rate of institutionalisation, increased healthcare costs, and the

progression of dementia.2 Delirium may be preventable in

some cases.3 To be able to assign preventive measures to pa-

tients at risk in a timely way, prediction algorithms have been

suggested, but none has been adopted into clinical practice

yet.4 Although recent studies have presented machine

learning approaches as a promising new prediction tool,5 an

easy to administer, cheap, and simple test is still a much

needed option. Among a variety of widely acknowledged fac-

tors, preexisting cognitive impairment before surgery was

identified to be a key risk factor of postoperative delirium.1 The

Trail Making Test B (TMT-B) is a relatively easy to administer

test which requires task switching and uses cognitive flexi-

bility as a core dimension of executive function, guided by

frontal lobe functioning.6,7 High inter-rater reliability has also

been reported.6 Previous studies have suggested that its pre-

operative performance might be associated with the risk of

developing postoperative delirium.8,9 The TMT-B as a predic-

tor tool for postoperative delirium could potentially replace

extensive preoperative diagnostic procedures, or could be

used in regions of the world where healthcare institutions are

short-staffed and technical devices such as imaging or labo-

ratory equipment are not reliably available.

Four previous studies examined the relation between TMT-

B performance and the incidence of postoperative delirium.

Three of these studies observed an association,8e10 whereas

one study did not report an association.11 Moreover, two of the

studies also reported a reliable discriminatory performance

using regression models including the TMT-B.9,10 Accordingly,

preoperative TMT-B results could potentially fulfil the criteria

of a simple prediction tool.

Besides conflicting results, the previous studies vary in

sample size, postoperative delirium assessment, statistical

methods, and the curation of TMT-B data. Furthermore, none

of these studies has changed clinical practice. Hence, a repli-

cation study would further evaluate a promising prediction

tool and strengthen the credibility of previous findings. The

BioCog study is a large framework investigating perioperative

neurocognitive disorders and is specifically suited to replicate

previous studies within the field. In terms of sample size,

delirium screening, and overall study design, the properties of

this prospective, large-scale two-centre, longitudinal obser-

vation study, can compensate for most methodological

shortcomings of the previous studies.

We aim to replicate the association of preoperative TMT-B

with postoperative delirium. None of the studies to be repli-

cated investigated the predictive performance of the TMT-B

alone. Thus, we further sought to evaluate the predictive

properties of the TMT-B as a stand-alone test. These study

findings will provide important insights into the potential use

of the TMT-B as a screening tool for postoperative delirium in

clinical routine.
Methods

This article has been written in adherence with the

‘Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in

Epidemiology’ (STROBE) guidelines.12
Replication approach

We were following a recent definition of a replication study13,14

in which the formerly used concepts of direct and indirect

replications are replaced.15 Instead, a broader approach is pro-

posed where a replication study must fulfil two criteria. Firstly,

a negative result of the replication study should have the po-

tential to put the initial results into question. Secondly, a posi-

tive result would increase confidence in the replicated studies

and their findings. According to this definition, a replication

study requires a strong theoretical framework rather than a

completely congruent methodology. This replication approach

was successfully implemented in psychology and cancer

research.16,17 We have assembled the key characteristics of the

studies to be replicated and of this replication study in Table 1.

Study setting ansd study population

The data for this replication study were derived from a mul-

ticentre prospective observational cohort study. The

‘Biomarker Development for Postoperative Cognitive Impair-

ment in the Elderly’ study (BioCog; www.biocog.eu) aimed to

develop reliable biomarkers for perioperative neurocognitive

disorders.18 The study was funded by the European Union and

was registered (NCT02265263).

The study design was consistent with the regulations of the

responsible ethics committees (No. EA2/092/14 in Berlin, Ger-

many and No. 14e469 in Utrecht, Netherlands). To participate,

patients were required to provide written informed consent.

Starting in October 2014, patients were enrolled until

September 2019 at both study centres. Study staff invited pa-

tients to participate in the study before their preoperative

consultation with an anaesthesiologist.

For inclusion, the study protocol required patients to be 65 yr

or older and score >23 points in the Mini-Mental State Exami-

nation. Participants needed to be scheduled for elective surgery

with an anticipated duration of anaesthesia exceeding 60 min.

Exclusion criteria comprised severe and uncompensated visual

or hearing disturbances, psychiatric or neurological diseases, or

psychotropic medication or any other condition interfering

with cognitive testing ability (e.g. restriction of motion) (https://

clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02265263).

Outcome

The occurrence of postoperative delirium served as the

outcome variable. Postoperative delirium was defined in

accordance with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders (DSM) 5 and current guidelines.19 To depict

the fluctuating character of postoperative delirium, patients

were screened twice a day until discharge or until day 7 after

surgery. During blended learning and bench-to-bedside cour-

ses, study physicians instructed doctoral students, study

nurses, and study assistants to perform the delirium assess-

ment. To further ensure the reliability of delirium assess-

ments, a standard operating procedure was developed.

We examined patients’ delirium status by applying the

Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC), Confusion

AssessmentMethod (CAM), Confusion AssessmentMethod for

the Intensive Care Unit score (CAM-ICU), and structured chart

review. Delirium screening was performed along with the

assessment of sedation and pain including the Richmond

Agitation and Sedation Scale (RASS), Numeric Rating Scale

http://www.biocog.eu
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02265263
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02265263


Table 1 Studies in comparison. AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; CAM, Confusion Assessment Method; CI, confidence
interval; CERAD, Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease; HVLT, Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; LASSO, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; MMSE, Mini
Mental State Examination; POD, postoperative delirium; SD, standard deviation; TMT, Trail Making Test. —not stated in the paper; *median (inter-quartile range); ycovariates: age,
Charlson Comorbidity Index, FRAIL Scale, Geriatric Depression Scale, Trail Making Test B, Word list recall, Boston Naming Test; zcovariates: age, comorbidities, depression, executive
function.

Rudolph and
colleagues11

Greene and
colleagues8

Lindroth and
colleagues9

Mychajliw and
colleagues10

BioCog replication

Year of publication 2006 2009 2019 2021 2022
Sample size 80 100 97 807 841
Recruitment Scheduled for CABG

surgery
Scheduled for
major, elective,
noncardiac
surgery

Noncardiac surgery Participants of long-
term study on
neurodegeneration

Scheduled for major elective surgery

Mean age (SD) — 64.6 (7.7) 71.7 (4.55) — 72 (8)*
¼No delirium 73.5 (5.9) 64.4 (7.2) 71.1 (4.8) 62.9 (6.4) 71 (7)*
¼Delirium 75.7 (6.3) 66.3 (9.7) 71.6 (4.1) 66.1 (6.6) 73 (6)*
Female (%) — 9 45 — 41.9
¼No delirium 12.5 — 41 46.6 41.0
¼Delirium 32.5 — 48 53.4 45.7
Cognitive tests HVLT (retention,

recognition
discrimination,
learning),

TMT-B, days of the
weak þ months of
the year
backwards,
category fluency,
Digit Span
backwards, verbal
fluency

TMT-A, TMT-B,
Digit Symbol,

substitution
subtest,

Wechsler adult
Intelligence Scale-
III (symbol search
subtest)

TMT-A, TMT-B CERAD battery, TMT-B,
word list/figure
recall,

semantic/phonematic
fluency, Boston
naming test,

figure copying

TMT-B

Surgery
Surgery type Coronary artery

bypass graft
surgery

Vascular, urology,
general, thoracic,
orthopaedic

Vascular, urology,
general, spine

— Any major surgery >60 min

Anaesthaesiological handling — — — — Intraoperative electroencephalography
POD assessment
Begin Day 2 after surgery — Day 1 after surgery Retrospectively Day of surgery
Interval Once daily Once daily Twice daily n.a. Twice daily
End Not stated Day 3 after surgery Day 4 after surgery n.a. Day 7 after surgery
Tests CAM/CAM-ICU,

MMSE, delirium
symptom
interview,

Memorial Delirium
Assessment
Scale,

Digit Span

CAM CAM,
3D-CAM,
Delirium Rating

Scale-R-98 (DRS)

Questionnaire covering
possible delirium
symptoms over a
period of 8 yr

Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-
DESC), Richmond Agitation Sedation
Scale (RASS), CAM, CAM-ICU, and
chart review

Continued
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Table 1 Continued

Rudolph and
colleagues11

Greene and
colleagues8

Lindroth and
colleagues9

Mychajliw and
colleagues10

BioCog replication

POD incidence (%) 50 16 32 7.2 18
Trail Making Test B (TMT-B)
Time (s)dmean (SD) — 135.0 (75.5) 98.7 (52.4) — 103.9 (57)*
¼No delirium — 119.3 (63.8) 89.92 (46.7) — 101.0 (52)*
¼Delirium — 217.8 (79.9) 117.48 (60.0) — 118.0 (59)*
Transformation of TMT-B estimate Categorising in 0.5

SD below/above
mean

None None z-standardisation None

TMT testing — — — — According to test manual
Curation of TMT data — — — — Plausibility by two assessors
Covariate Age, sex, education

(<high school,
high school,
>high school),
high comorbidity
(Charlson
Comorbidity
Index �3)

Geriatric
Depression
Scaledshort
form, Digit
Symbol Test,
Symbol Search
Test

National Surgical
Quality
Improvement
Program e

Serious
Complications
(NSQIP-SC)

Age, sex, comorbidities,
depression, frailty,
and the sum of taken
drugs

None

Justification — Results of
univariable
analysis

LASSO — Assessing TMT-B as stand-alone test

Statistical analysis Poisson regression Logistic regression Logistic regression Logistic regression Logistic regression
Association with POD None Yes Yes Yes Yes
Estimate Hazard ratio Odds ratio Odds ratio Odds ratio Odds ratio
Effect size 1.05 (CI 0.79e1.38) 1.02 (CI 1.01e1.04) — 0.75 per SD (CI 0.57

e0.98)y
1.006 per second (CI 1.002e1.009)

AUROC — — 0.81 (CI 0.72e0.90) 0.74 (CI 0.68e0.81)z 0.60 (CI 0.55e0.64)
Outlier definition None None None None ROUT Q¼1%
Missing data — — Little’s test

Multiple
imputations
sensitivity
analysis

— Complete case analysis
Sensitivity analysis with missing data

Comments TMT-B not main
focus, only part of
a composite score
among a variety
of other tests

Sample size for
preliminary
analysis; 91%
male subjects

Study focuses on
delirium severity;
incidence was
exploratory
outcome

Different types of
delirium assessed,
69% of cases were
attributed to surgery,
inconsistent use of
covariates
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TMT-B in Postoperative Delirium - 5
(NRS), and Behavioural Pain Scale (BPS/BPS-NI). The criteria to

diagnose postoperative deliriumwere predefined and required

one of the following test results: i)�2 cumulative points on the

Nu-DESC, ii) a positive CAM score, or both, iii) a positive CAM-

ICU score or iv) evidence of delirium by chart review.
Trail Making Test B

A pen-and-paper version of the TMT was conducted accord-

ing to the prespecified instructions of the test manual.20 This

includes administration of both parts, A and B. For this

replication study, we solely used the presurgical data of TMT

part B.

The TMT-B requires participants to use their dominant

hand to draw a line alternating between numbers in a nu-

merical order and letters in an alphabetical order (1-A-2-B-3,

etc.). The test result is the time needed to accomplish the

task, which is a continuous score in seconds. The longer the

time needed to finish the TMT, the greater the difficulty a

participant has with cognitive flexibility. Testing was carried

out by doctoral students and study nurses, who underwent

specific training to administer the task. To this end, two

neuropsychologists developed a standard operating proced-

ure. We documented and later evaluated the accompanying

circumstances of each test session. In adherence with the

test manual,20 the total test time was a maximum of 300 s (5

min) for TMT part B. The stability of cognitive data was

confirmed by using the data of a control group that did not

undergo surgery.21 This non-surgical control group consisted

of 45 participants, who underwent the BioCog cognitive test

battery at baseline, after 7 days and after 3 months. All tests

showed good to excellent testeretest reliability, including the

TMT-B.

Two assessors independently examined the test protocols

and gave recommendations for the further use of data. When

patients exceeded a 300 s (5 min) threshold, testing was

considered to be impaired. When patients were unable to

adequately participate, TMT-B results were also classified

impaired or even ineligible for analysis. This could be because

of confusion, refusal, or the lack of aids such as glasses, ban-

dages or any other reason for indisposition. If the testing was

not conducted, it was considered missing data. Impaired and

missing cases have been collected and were independently

analysed.
Sample size

The sample size was specified for the BioCog study.18 How-

ever, the sample size for this replication study was further

determined by the number of patients with available data on

the TMT-B and delirium screening results. As recommended

for replication studies, the sample size exceeded those of the

replicated studies (Table 1).22
Statistical analysis

A statistical analysis plan was predefined before analysis was

conducted, but after data acquisition was finished. The alpha-

level was, by convention, P<0.05.
For our primary analysis, we performed a simple logistic

regression. Postoperative delirium (binary) was used as the

dependent variable, while the required time to finish the TMT-

B (in seconds) served as the independent variable. We ob-

tained the odds ratio (OR) per increase in seconds needed to
finish the TMT-B. We wanted to keep the model as simple as

possible to mimic and assess its use in clinical practice. We

further compared the diagnostic test accuracy of the variables

age and sex vs TMT-B. Then we used these three variables

combined. This would allow us to determine whether the

TMT-B offers any advantage over data that are always avail-

able in a perioperative setting, such as age and sex. To account

for patient- and surgery-related factors, we have added the

type of surgery, the Charlson Comorbidity Index, and the type

of anaesthesia to another adjusted logistic regression model.

To assess the diagnostic test accuracy of the TMT-B, we

calculated an area under the receiver operating characteristic

curve (AUROC). A minimum value of 0.7 was defined as suffi-

cient discriminatory performance. If the AUROC exceeded a

value of 0.7 we calculated a cut-off value using Youden’s in-

dex. We applied a HosmereLemeshow test, to roughly esti-

mate the calibration of the logistic regression model.

We used Graphpad Prism (version 9.5) for the statistical

analyses and for the creation of graphs.
Sensitivity and additional analyses

To undertake several sensitivity analyses, we performed two

logistic regression analyses with sets of covariates, which

were previously used in the replicated papers (Table 1).

Variance inflating factors (VIF) helped to detect potential

multicollinearity among each set of covariates. Presence of

multicollinearity was assumed in case any covariate’s VIF

exceeded 2.5. Missing data on covariates were considered to

be missing at random. Hence, a complete case analysis was

deemed appropriate. Mean imputation was applied to ac-

count for missing results of the Geriatric Depression Scale

(GDS).

Firstly, Rudolph and colleagues11 adjusted for age, sex,

education (<high school, high school, >high school), and high

comorbidity (Charlson Comorbidity Index �3). Corresponding

variables within the BioCog study were age, sex, education

(International Standard Classification of Education condensed

into three categories), and Charlson Comorbidity Index. Sec-

ondly, Mychajliw and colleagues10 used age, sex, depressive

symptoms, comorbidities, frailty, and the sum of routinely

taken drugs as adjustment variables. BioCog variables, car-

rying comparable information, were age, sex, imputed GDS

scores, Charlson Comorbidity Index, frailty (prefrail, frail,

robust), and sum of taken drugs. During the analysis stage, we

decided on running another logistic regression by omitting

frailty as a covariate for this model because of a large number

of missing values.

Greene and colleagues8 set up a model comprising TMT-B,

GDSdshort form, the Digit Symbol Test, and the Symbol

Search Test. As we did not use the Digital Symbol or the

Symbol Search Test for cognitive assessment, we could not

use this set of covariates for a sensitivity analysis.

Lindroth and colleagues9 incorporated the National Surgi-

cal Quality Improvement Program e Serious Complications

(NSQIP-SC) score to their prediction model. This variable was

unavailable for our study sample and, therefore, we were

unable to test the performance of this model.

To minimise the impact of extreme data points, we ran an

additional logistic regression, for which we excluded potential

outliers from our primary analysis. We used GrapPad’s ROUT

tool with Q¼1% to detect outliers.23

There are data missing on our predictive variable the TMT-

B, and on our outcome, postoperative delirium. We decided on
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systematically studying the impact of missing or impaired

TMT-B values, as we cannot rule out that those missing data

points might obfuscate our primary analysis. We aimed to

identify whether missing or impaired TMT-B results were

associated with postoperative delirium incidence. For this lo-

gistic regression, a binary variable served as predictor,

combining missing and impaired data. As we found an asso-

ciation of impaired and missing TMT-B with postoperative

delirium, we decided to undertake a post hoc worst-case

imputation for impaired test performances. In accordance

with the test manual, we used a TMT-B result of 301 for cases

that were classified impaired and added the respective cases

to the primary analysis.

We further tested a suggested cut-off for the TMT-B. Based

on a prior study, Greene and colleagues8 applied a cut-off of

154 s for finalising the TMT-B. We calculated diagnostic test

sensitivity and specificity for both approaches.
Results

Of 933 surgical patients participating in the BioCog study, 32

had impaired TMT-B results and the data of 56 patients were

missing. Consequently, 845 patients had valid TMT-B scores.

In four cases there was no information on delirium status

available (Fig. 1). The final dataset consisted of 841 patients

eligible for this analysis and delirium was detected in 151 pa-

tients (18.0%). The median age of patients was 72 years (inter-

quartile range [IQR] 8; 25th/75th percentile: 68/76), 71 (IQR 7;

25th/75th percentile: 68/75) for patients without and 73 (IQR 6;

25th/75th percentile: 70/76) for patients with delirium

(Table 2). The median TMT-B score was 103.9 s (IQR 57; 25th/

75th percentile: 80.0/137.0). Patients without delirium finished
N=1033 Surgical
patients included

to BioCog

N=6535 Excluded
(refusal, inclusion

criteria violation, other)

N=4 Failed
screening for

postoperative delirium

N=56 Missing trail-
making-test-B

N=32 Impaired test 
performance

N=100 Drop-out
N=841 Patients

eligible for analysis

N=7568 Screened
at all study sites

Fig 1. Flow chart of patient inclusion. The flow chart presents

the steps from screening to study inclusion, while listing rea-

sons for exclusion.
the test in a median of 101.0 s (IQR 52; 25th/75th percentile:

79.5/131.3), whereas it took those who developed delirium a

median of 118.0 s (IQR 59; 25th/75th percentile: 92/151). For a

summary of missing data, please see Supplementary Table S1.

The patients’ TMT-B scores (in seconds) were statistically

significantly associated with postoperative delirium incidence

{OR per 10-s increment 1.06 (95% [CI] 1.02e1.01), P¼0.001}. The

AUROC was 0.60 ([95% CI 0.55e0.64], P<0.001) (Table 3 and

Supplementary Fig. S1). Accordingly, a cut-off value was not

developed. The intercept of the logistic regression model

showed an estimate of�2.20 (standard error 0.23 [95% CI�2.66

to �1.75], P<0.001). The P-value for the HosmereLemeshow

test was P¼0.26. When adding age and sex as covariates, the

OR for the TMT-B per 10-s increment was 1.04 ([95% CI

1.01e1.08], P¼0.02) and the AUROC was 0.63 ([95% CI

0.58e0.67], P<0.001). In comparison, the AUROC of age and sex

alone was 0.60 ([95% CI 0.56e0.65], P<0.001). The association of

the TMT-B with postoperative delirium was still present after

correcting for factors related to the surgical procedure and the

patients’ comorbidities (Table 3).
Sensitivity analyses

We first performed logistic regressions including covariates

that were used by the replicated studies. When including age,

sex, education (ISCED), Charlson Comorbidity Index as was

done by Rudolph and colleagues,11 our analysis comprised 759

complete cases (postoperative delirium inN¼137). The OR for a

10-s increment in the TMT-B was 1.05 ([95% CI 1.01e1.09],

P¼0.02). The calculated AUROC was 0.66 ([95% CI 0.61e0.70],

P<0.0001).
To replicate Mychajliw and colleagues,10 we used the

covariates age, sex, imputed GDS, Charlson Comorbidity In-

dex, frailty (prefrail, frail, robust), and the sum of taken drugs.

The BioCog variable frailty turned out to have 223 values

missing. We listed the number of missing values for each co-

variate in Supplementary Table S1. After omitting frailty as a

covariate, 720 complete cases were included (postoperative

delirium in N¼135). TMT-B performance was not significantly

associated with postoperative delirium incidence (OR per 10-s

increment 1.03 [95% CI 0.999e1.07], P¼0.10] with an AUROC of

0.65 ([95% CI 0.60e0.70], P<0.0001). Multicollinearity could be

ruled out for all the sensitivity analyses.
Additional analyses

For the third sensitivity analysis, we identified 21 potential

outliers according to their TMT-B scores (Supplementary

Table S2). Subsequently, we excluded these outliers and re-

ran the logistic regression analysis, taking postoperative

delirium as a dependent variable. The TMT-B yielded an OR of

1.07 per 10-s that was required to finish the test ([95% CI

1.03e1.07], P<0.001). The AUROC was 0.60 ([95% CI 0.55e0.65],

P<0.001).
For 88 patients TMT-B data were either missing or consid-

ered impaired. Missing or impaired test results were also

associated with the onset of postoperative delirium (OR 2.74

[95% CI 1.71e4.35], P<0.001). The simple logistic regression

model resulted in an AUROC of 0.55 ([95% CI 0.50e0.60],

P¼0.03). Of n¼31 impaired results, n¼24 were suitable for a post

hoc worst-case imputation, where a test result of 301 s was

used. The OR for the TMT-B remained unchanged (OR per

second increment; 1.06 [95% CI 1.04e1.09], P<0.001). The

AUROC was 0.62 ([95% CI 0.56e0.66], P<0.001).



Table 2 Patient and clinical characteristics. The table shows characteristics of all patients, those without and with postoperative
delirium. For categorial variables numbers and percentages. Percentages refer to the proportion of the corresponding group (column).
The N of patients with available data was added in bold to items with cases of missing data. ASA score, American Society of Anes-
thesiologists’ physical status classification; ISCED, International Standard Classification of Education; IQR, inter-quartile range (25th to
75th percentile); SD, standard deviation.

All
N¼841

No postoperative delirium
N¼690

Postoperative delirium
N¼151

Age (yr) e median (IQR) 72 (8) 71 (7) 73 (6)
Female, n (%) 352 (41.9) 283 (41.0) 69 (45.7)
Study Centre Berlin, n (%) 600 (71.3) 490 (71) 110 (72.8)
Postoperative delirium, n (%) 151 (18) — —
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)dmedian (IQR) 29 (2) 29 (2) 28 (3)
Education, n (%)
ISCED 1/2 131 (15.6) 110 (15.9) 21 (13.9)
ISCED 3/4 313 (37.2) 256 (37.1) 57 (37.7)
ISCED 5/6 320 (38.0) 261 (37.8) 59 (39.1)
Unknown 77 (9.2) 63 (9.1) 14 (9.3)
Time Trail-Making-Test B (s)dmedian (IQR) 103.9 (57) 101.0 (52) 118.0 (59)
Body mass index (BMI)dmean (SD) 27.1 (4.5)

N¼839
27.1 (4.4)
N¼689

27.2 (5.2)
N¼150

Sum of drugs taken per daydmedian (IQR) 4 (4)
N¼750

4 (4)
N¼617

5 (6)
N¼133

Charlson comorbidity indexdmedian (IQR) 1 (2) 1 (2) 2 (2)
Diabetes, n (%) 175 (20.8) 138 (20.0) 37 (24.5)
Benzodiazepine premedication, n (%) 100 (11.9) 77 (11.2) 23 (15.2)
Duration of anaesthesia (min)dmedian (IQR) 205 (182.5)

N¼826
185 (160)
N¼675

306.0 (255.0)

Type of anaesthesia, n (%)
General 619 (73.6) 519 (75.2) 100 (66.2)
Regional 53 (6.3) 50 (7.2) 3 (2.0)
Combined 153 (18.2) 108 (15.7) 45 (29.8)

Type of surgery, n (%)
Musculoskeletal 282 (33.5) 250 (36.2) 32 (21.2)
Gastrointestinal 120 (14.3) 76 (11.0) 44 (29.1)
Cardiovascular or thoracic 89 (10.6) 62 (9.0) 27 (17.9)
Genitourinary 179 (21.3) 152 (22.0) 27 (17.9)
Otorhinolaryngology 42 (5.0) 41 (5.9) 1 (0.7)
Oral and maxillofacial 47 (5.6) 41 (5.9) 6 (4.0)
Ophthalmology 24 (2.9) 23 (3.3) 1 (0.7)
Neurosurgery 12 (1.4) 8 (1.2) 4 (2.6)
Vascular 13 (1.5) 13 (1.9) 0
Endocrine 6 (0.7) 4 (0.6) 2 (1.3)
Breast 9 (1.1) 7 (1.0) 2 (1.3)
Other 10 (1.2) 8 (1.2) 2 (1.3)
Unknown 8 (1.0) 5 (0.7) 3 (2.0)

ASA score, n (%)
ASA 1 35 (4.2) 32 (4.6) 3 (2.0)
ASA 2 514 (61.1) 447 (64.8) 67 (44.4)
ASA 3 291 (34.6) 210 (30.4) 81 (53.6)
ASA 4 1 (0.1) 1 (0.1) —
Length of hospital stay (days)dmedian (IQR) 6 (6) 5 (5) 10 (13.8)
Inhouse mortality, n (%) 14 (1.8) 5 (0.7) 9 (6.0)
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We tested the cut-off of 154 s provided by Greene and col-

leagues.8 It yielded a sensitivity of 24.5%, whereas the speci-

ficity was 82.8%.
Discussion

We consider this replication study a success. We were able to

observe an association between preoperative TMT-B results

and the onset of postoperative delirium, which replicated

most of the previous studies that also demonstrated a signif-

icant association. More specifically, the longer it took patients

to complete the TMT-B, the higher the odds they would

develop postoperative delirium. For each additional 10 s
required to finish the TMT-B, the probability for postoperative

delirium increased by 6%. However, the predictive value of the

preoperative TMT-B performance was low in discriminating

those who would develop postoperative delirium from those

who would not develop postoperative delirium.

Four previous studies analysed the association between

preoperative TMT-B test performance and the incidence of

delirium. Three out of four reported an association of TMT-B

with delirium. None of these studies described the circum-

stances of how cognitive data were obtained or considered

plausible. The quality of reporting, statistical rigor, and choice

of methodology varied between studies. Future studies are

advised to at least report the test procedures and scoring in



Table 3 Odds ratio and AUROC for Trail Making Test B with
postoperative delirium. In the presented logistic regression
analyses, the Trail Making Test B (TMT-B) was associated with
postoperative delirium as the outcome. Apart from the pri-
mary analysis (unadjusted), there were two sensitivity ana-
lyses using covariates of replicated studies. The table displays
odds ratios per 10-s increment in the TMT-B and the AUROC
alongside their respective 95% CI. Unadjusted: N¼841.
Adjusted 1: covariates were age and sex; N¼841. Adjusted 2:
covariates were age, sex, Charlson Comorbidity Index, type of
surgery, type of anaesthesia; N¼821. Sensitivity 1: covariates
were age, sex, education (ISCED), Charlson Comorbidity In-
dex; N¼759. Sensitivity 2: covariates were age, sex, imputed
Geriatric Depression Scale, Charlson Comorbidity Index,
frailty (prefrail, frail, robust), and the sum of taken drugs;
N¼720. AUROC, area under the receiver operating character-
istic curve; CI, confidence interval.

Odds ratio 95% CI AUROC 95% CI

Unadjusted 1.06 1.02e1.09 0.60 0.55e0.64
Adjusted 1 1.04 1.01e1.08 0.63 0.58e0.67
Adjusted 2 1.05 1.01e1.09 0.67 0.63e0.72
Sensitivity 1 1.05 1.01e1.09 0.66 0.61e0.70
Sensitivity 2 1.03 0.99e1.07 0.65 0.60e0.70
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more detail and preferably standardise these between studies

according to published test manuals.

Rudolph and colleagues11incorporated the TMT-B into a

composite executive functioning score and, therefore, the

TMT-B did not represent their primary focus of the analysis.

For analysis reasons, they set an arbitrary threshold of 0.5

standard deviation below the mean that classified TMT-B test

scores impaired. Unlike Rudolph and colleagues,11 when using

comparable covariates as used in the original study, we found

an association between TMT-Bwith the odds for postoperative

delirium.

Whereas patients received a TMT-B testing at baseline,

Mychajliw and colleagues10 only interviewed them retro-

spectively about symptoms that may possibly be indicative for

past episodes of delirium. Furthermore, only 69% of the

recorded delirium cases were attributed to surgery as the

primary cause. Taken together with the arbitrary selection of

covariates, it is not surprising that we were unable to replicate

their results. We only included this study to provide a com-

plete overview of all studies that associate the TMT-B with

delirium. However, it remains questionable whether their

approach could be of much use for the prediction of post-

operative delirium.

The study of Greene and colleagues8 was designed to pro-

vide only preliminary results and consisted of 91% male par-

ticipants, introducing a sex bias. Furthermore, delirium status

was only assessed once daily and only for the duration of three

consecutive days after surgery. It remains unclear whether

screening started on the day of surgery. The TMT-B was cho-

sen as the predictor cognitive test after univariable analyses of

different cognitive tests, but this approach is generally not

advised.24

Only Lindroth and colleagues9 solely focused on the TMT-B

without performing an initial exploratory analysis into other

cognitive tests. Their study primarily investigated delirium

severity, whereas the relation of the TMT-B to postoperative

delirium served as an exploratory outcome.

The test threshold used during analysis proposed by

Greene and colleagues8 for predicting postoperative delirium,
yielded an insufficient sensitivity and specificity in our repli-

cation sample. Before the preoperative TMT-B could be

considered as a prediction tool for postoperative delirium,

reliable performance cut-offs or standardised scores must be

developed. This requires normative data derived from a much

larger cohort. Despite its insufficient predictive performance

as a stand-alone test, the TMT could be used in prediction al-

gorithms alone or together with other easy to obtain scores.

For instance, Greene and colleagues8 added the GDS and Lin-

droth and colleagues9 the NSQIP-SC score to the TMT-B. The

AUROC of the latter model was 0.81, whereas the extent of the

TMT-B’s effect remains unclear. However, it might be a

promising prediction approach and should be considered in

future studies.

Apart from Rudolph and colleagues,11 the replicated

studies in unison interpret the TMT-B results as a measure of

executive functioning. Indeed, executive functioning was

observed to be important in emergence from anaesthesia and

was associated with postoperative delirium.11,25,26 However,

executive function encompasses an array of different func-

tions of which cognitive flexibility is one element as assessed

by the TMT-B. The TMT-B as a single test cannot fully reflect

executive functioning in its complexity.7 The TMT is depen-

dent on other cognitive domains as well, including visual

attention, working memory, and psychomotor perfor-

mance.6,27 To examine executive functioning more exten-

sively, cognitive test batteries are probably more suitable.

These may help to assess a larger range of cognitive domains,

which are commonly summarised under the term executive

function. Nonetheless, the TMT-B might be indicative for the

domains important for the overall cognitive performance of

older adults and because of its ease of application, may be

more suitable as a quick screening tool. The Mini-Cog battery

might represent another promising approach to use preoper-

ative cognitive performance as a predictor of postoperative

delirium as it was shown to be associated with postoperative

delirium.28 The Mini-Cog comprises clock-drawing, memory

tasks and can be finished within minutes. Of note, adminis-

tering the TMT-B can take up to 5 min, while only resulting in

an impaired test result. It remains questionable whether this

approach is feasible or desirable in a clinical setting. Future

studies should further investigate the TMT-B’s performance in

prediction algorithms, possibly in comparison to or combina-

tion with larger cognitive test batteries.
Strengths

The BioCog study combines a variety of methodological

strengths that make it suitable for the replication of studies of

perioperative neurocognitive disorders. BioCog has a large-

scale design with two recruitment centres, resulting in a

considerable sample size eligible for replication studies. Post-

operative delirium screening was in line with DSM 5 and cor-

responding guidelines.19 Unlike in many other studies, the

postoperative delirium assessment was carried out twice a day

starting in the post-surgery recovery room. Thereby, the

screening intervals accounted for the fluctuating nature of

delirium.19 The TMT-B testing was conducted according to the

test manual and administered by trained personnel.20 More-

over, the stability of cognitive test results has been ascertained

by using the data of a non-surgical control group.21 Taken

together, these strengths show that our replication study has

the potential to strengthen the conclusions of previous

studies.
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Limitations

This is a secondary replication study using existing data. We

would like to encourage other researchers in the field to

incorporate aspects of study replication to future studies at the

design stage. Another limitation of our study concernsmissing

data. It potentially obfuscates the results of the primary

analysis and the sensitivity analyses. Although there aremany

similarities to the BioCog study, we were unable to directly

replicate the model of Lindroth and colleagues9 including

covariates as we were lacking the NSQIP-SC variable. Hence,

we are unable to draw conclusions on the discriminatory

performance of this model in a different and bigger sample

size. Because of missing data, we only partly used the same

variables as Mychajliw and colleagues.10 However, the initial

study itself calculated means for the Charlson Comorbidity

Index and frailty because of missing data.

As depicted in the sensitivity analyses, impaired TMT-B

performance was also associated with the development of

postoperative delirium. We chose to perform a post hoc worst-

case imputation for impaired test performances.

We did not integrate error values into our investigation.

However, error values potentially imply important informa-

tion and, therefore, might be included to future TMT-B related

analyses.
Conclusion

We were able to replicate previous studies in the finding that

poorer TMT-B test performance was associated with increased

odds of postoperative delirium. We conclude that this effect

replicates the effect found by three prior studies. However, the

discriminatory performance of TMT-B scores was insufficient.

Accordingly, we do not recommend the use of the TMT-B as a

stand-alone predictive tool for postoperative delirium in clin-

ical practice. Nonetheless, our findings may help to elucidate

the association of different cognitive domains as measured by

the TMT-B performance with the vulnerability for post-

operative delirium.
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